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On séquences of complex terms defined by itération.

Nota di A. GL AZPEITIA (ad Amherst, U. S. A.)

Sunto. - Si dimostra la convergensa di un certo tipo di successioni di
numeri complessi, definite mediante una data successione di funsioni
complesse di piü vanabih complesse.

Summary. - The convergence of a certain type of séquences of complex
numbers defined in terms of a given séquence of complex functions of
several variables, is established*

The purpose of this note is to establish a generalization of a
previously proved theorem (See Ref. 1 at the end of this paper).
The statement that we will prove is as follows :

THEOREM. - Let I fn(Zi, zs,..., zp) f, (n = 1, 2,...) be a séquence
of complex functions of the p complex variables Zj, z2,..., zp defined
for zi Ç D, (i — 1, 2,..., p), where D is a convex région of the com-
plex plane (z), and let us assume that

1) For z i€D the séquence \ fn(z,, zg ï . . . , zp) converges uniformly
to a continuous function fo(zJ, z2,..., zp).

2) If ZiGD then, for any n ^ O , the point "wIl=:fIl(z1, z8,..., zp)
belongs to the closed convex huil Rn o/7 £fte se^ o/̂  points zi and /wr-
thermore, wn is different of the extreme points of E»n, unless all
the zi are equal in which case wn = zi.

Under these conditions, every complex séquence \ an | , (n — 1, 2,...)
defined by

^e initial terms a^ a2J..., ap arbitrarily chosen in D is con-
vergent.

Of course, if the ƒ„, (n =- 1. 2,...) are continuous functions, the
continuity of the limit function f0 is guaranted by the uniform
convergence and can be removed from among the initial assum-
ptions. Also the property fn{z, »,..., z) = z, (w:=0, 1, 2,...) would
be a conséquence of the continuity of the fn and the first part
of assumption 2).

The particular case of this theorem, when all the functions fn

are identical, was established in the previously mentioned paper
(Hef. 1), applying the following property of convex polygonal sets
that we will use as well for the present generalization.

(I) If the bounded closed sets P n Cl (z), (n = 1, 2,,..) are convex
polygons with p or less vertices and such that P n Z ) P n + n then
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the set P — f] PQ is a bounded closed convex polygon with p or

ïess vertices (or as a particular case, a single point), and every
vertex of P is limit point o f séquences of points formed by vertices
of the polygons (').

To demonstrate the THEOREM, we define a séquence of poly-
gons ! Pn j which are the closed convex hulls of the sets of points
En with éléments (an—p, an_j,+ , , . . . , a,,.,). Obviously, these Pn

fulfill the conditions requested in (I) and the Theorem will be
oo

established if we prove that the intersection P = p| Pn consists

of a single point.
We know, because of (I), that P is a polygon with p' <p

vertices \ , (j = 1, 2,..., p'). Now, from the séquence \an\ we can
select a partial séquence [ an

r \ d\ an\ such that lim ant = hx,
n'=no

(where n' is therefore a séquence of strictly increasing positive
and possibly non consécutive integers). The corresponding séquence
j Pn' ! of convex hulls of the sets (an

f—p, an'—p+i,~>, an
f—1) has

intersection P, and by virtue of (I) it is possible to select a partial
séquence \ PM" CZ i Pn' I such that the séquence | On"—i i bas a
unique limit a,.

Again from the new séquence of polygons Pn" 9 convex hulls
of (anrf—p, tt>n"—p+\, --, ««"— i) w e s e l e c t j Pnn \ CI j Pn" \ s u c h t h a t
lim an'"-2 = oc2 exists, and so on. After repeating this prooess p

times, we obtain a séquence of indices n1^^ such that

l im an<p+i) = hi and l im anty+D_lii = a t , (i= 1, 2 , . . . , p)

and that the polygons Pn(P+i), convex hulls of the sets (ttw<p+o ,
<*>n<p-I-^—Ü+IÏ •••! a

w^+i>_i)j verify the assumptions of (I) and hav^e
intersection P. Therefore; the set S, with éléments al, a2,..., ap?

contains all the points h3 and also, since every a, belongs to all
the P B , it is SciP.

At the same time, from the définition of the séquence i an \,
we obtain

(1) fox = lim a (p+i) =

(*) The proof is given in Ref. 1, Lemma and Theorem II.
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and from this it follows, as we will prove later, that

(2) h,-.f^^ a,,..., ap)

and since hl coincides witli at least one <xt, the assumption (2)
applied to the function f0, implies

^zr^rra^ ... = a/

and consequently the polygon P consista of one single point, and
the proof Avili be completed as soon as we justify the legitimacy of
taking limits in (1) to obtain (2).

This is, of course, immédiate conséquence of the theorem of
the continuous convergence generalized to a complex space of p
dimensions (see Réf. 2, t. I, p. 179). However, it is easy to give
a direct proof as follows :

For the sake of brevity, let us dénote by j m | the séquence

The numbers m are therefore strictly increasing positive
integers.

The continuity of f0 iniplies that for every s > 0 there exists
a number N{ such that if m ;> Nx, we have

On the other hand, the uniform convergence of j fin \ means
that it exists N2 such that for m > iV2 it is

! fjBi, z2 0P) - /o(0t. zt,..., zp) | <s/2 for all Sl € D

and in particular

and by comparison of (3) and (4), we obtain

| ftn(am-p, a „+!,.. . , a„,-i) —/o(*i* *.»•••> *r) I < £

for every w > max(iVp lV2) and, consequently, the theorem is proved.
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